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BRITISH TROOPS BACK FROM qprarre 
-Movietone 
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M.S. of troops coming down gangway from a troopship. 10 
C.U. of the troops taking tea from a table on the quay. 23 
M.S. of wounded Yugoslav soldiers coming ashore. 52 
Various shots of the British and Anzac troops resting. 70 
G.V. pan across the crowded quay with the troopships and 
warships in the background. yg 

(The British evacuation to Basra from Greece completed on May 2nd. 1941) 

ERITREA'S IAST STAND -Paramount & 

High angle g.v. of troops cutting a rough road by hand. 10 

C.U. of a map of the Red Sea showing the position of Asmara 
and Massawa. 1 ̂  

M.S. s.v. of an armoured ear as it passes camera. 24 

Various shots of lines of British troops advancing along the road to Am 
Asmara* 

Travelling shot from a tank as it travels along the road,waving 
soldiers and the advancing troops are passed. 54 

C.U. of an Italian emissary talking to a British officer about surrender 
verms, 

Travelling shot from the tank, the gun of which is firing. 74 

Travelling shot from the tank showing native troops waving white 
lags and civilians waving at the advancing forces. 105 

L.S. of cars bearing a white flag and the Italian flag coming 
towards the British. 

.S. of the chief of police of Asmara and the Bishop of Asmara 
accompanied by Italian amy officers. 1l8 

C.U. of the Italian flag pan to a white flag. 122 

C.U. and pan around the various personalities as the Italians 
surrender tfcfc town of Asmara to the British. 149 

,Various shots of the group arranging the details of the surrender 
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14. Travelling shot from the tank as it enters Asmara the local 
T>I 01 ciflln+A 4-Vto 4- n v-.1v- n M 44. 
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183 

196 

15. C.U. of the British Brigadier with the Italian governor of 
-Eritrea e 

M.S. of the British commander meeting Italian v.i.ps. on the 
steps of the governors residence, 227 

Travelling shot of natives lining the streets as the British 
enter the town. 2^_ 

Various shots,including an interior of their hut,of British 
prisoners who have just been released. 268 

Panning shot g.v. of a landslide that has blocked the road 
to Massawa. ^ 
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20. V»^°US shots of 811 Italian officer talking to the British 
officers about the surrender of Massawa. x-j L 

M.S. to c.u. of a blindfolded Italian officer being taen from 
a car. 

Pan from one shell burst to another as the Italians decided 
to continue hostilities. 

Travelling shot of ruined Italian vehicles and abandoned scores 
lying beside the road. 

Travelling shot from the first allied vehicle as it enters 
Massawa. 

oc ?Te,g-VS- °f ruined aircraft,radio mast and hangar. 
%%• J*®' travelling shot of a line of Italian prisoners. 

II' °t COnVOy of allied vehicles entering the town. 
of the rigging and wrecks of sunken ships and a few 

tanks in the harbour. 

29. C.U. of a naval officer walking along the sloping deck of 
a scuttled merchant ship. 

30. Various shots of the wrecks in the harbour. 
C.U. of the Italian Admiral of Massawa seated in a car. 
G.v. of the wrecked ships in the harbour. 
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